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Active Directory and LDAP: Overview
Active Directory was introduced with Windows 2000 Server and provides central
authentication and authorization services for Windows-based PCs1. AD is a directory
service which is used to store information about the network resources. Such a
directory service is Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP).
LDAP uses a hierarchal, tree-like structure (a directory tree) to define geographic or
organizational boundaries. LDAP schemas commonly use Domain Name System
(DNS) names for the top levels of the tree (the root of an Active Directory). The
DNS is configurable and is set up when the AD is deployed (such as abc.com,
abc.net, abc.org).
The Trunk of the AD is usually the organizational name, the branches are the
Organizational Units (OU) and the leaves are users and other network objects. The
following diagram shows a basic LDAP/AD structure:
When referencing an object in an LDAP directory,
standard LDAP language must be employed. To
reference the administrator account in this
scenario, start at the leaf and work back to the
root. Each level is separated by a comma.
Example:
CN=Admin,OU=VopAdmins,DC=VOP,DC=LOCAL
This is how all LDAP directories reference objects
stored in them. In this case, we are referencing
a user object (called a USER DN or a
Distinguished Name). The DN is the unique path
to a user object in the LDAP directory.
The trunk and root, DC=VOP,DC=LOCAL, are
considered the Base DN. This is the highest
level of the LDAP directory in which all of the
objects reside.
Note: VopAdmins is referenced as an OU,
whereas USERS is referenced as a CN. The
USERS container in Active Directory is built-in
and present in all Active Directories. All built-in containers are referenced by a CN.
Any container you create will be referenced by an OU.

1

For more information about AD, consult Active Directory Services for Microsoft Windows 2000 Technical
Reference, by David Iseminger, (ISBN: 0-7356-0624-2) or any Microsoft MCSE book or document for tests
070-217 or 070-297.
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ModusGate/Exchange Server Deployment Strategies
There are several methods for deploying ModusGate with Exchange Server. The
following text will be divided into four sections. The first will outline the basic
requirements for ModusGate to communicate with Exchange Server. The remaining
three sections will examine the most common deployment scenarios.

Basic Requirements for ModusGate & Exchange Server Deployments:
ModusGate must perform two important functions while communicating with
Microsoft Exchange:
1) Validate that the mailbox exists on the Exchange Server when receiving an
email message. This is accomplished by a lookup on the Exchange Server‟s
LDAP or AD directory.
2) Validate usernames and passwords when accessing WebQuarantine. This is
accomplished by a lookup against the Exchange Server LDAP or AD, by SMTP
authentication, or by POP3 authentication against the Exchange Mail Server.
Although it is possible to configure another communication method other than LDAP
between ModusGate and the Exchange Server (e.g. SMTP, SMTP_VRFY), it is strongly
recommended to use either the LDAP or AD method.
How Authentication Works
ModusGate looks for the users in the AD tree, specifically for these four attributes:


mail: xyz@yourdomain.com (the email address of the user)



proxyAddress: SMTP:jim@yourdomain.com (alias for xyz@yourdomain.com
is jim@yourdomain.com)



mailnickname: could be anything - the property must exist but the content is
not important



displayname: could be anything - the property must exist but the content is
not important

When deploying ModusGate with Exchange Server 5.5, you must configure
ModusGate to read the LDAP directory on the Exchange Server. The common LDAP
port is used (Port 389) and the server‟s IP address should be that of the Exchange
Server.
When deploying ModusGate with Exchange 2000 or above, it is necessary to
use a Domain Controller and it is recommended that you use a DC that also hosts a
Global Catalog.
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Domain Controllers use LDAP on Port 389
Global Catalog uses Port 3268

Confirm that ModusGate can communicate with the authentication server on either
Port 389 or the Global Catalog Port 3268.
For mail to go through, communication with the Exchange Server on Port 25 is also
necessary. There are two separate processes that occur with each email transaction.
First, ModusGate must pre-authenticate the user against the Exchange Server‟s LDAP
port or Domain Controller or against the Global Catalog on the Domain Controller.
Second, once ModusGate receives confirmation that the recipient is valid, mail is
then accepted and delivered to Port 25 of the Exchange Server.

Deployment Strategy 1: ModusGate in DMZ

With this method, ModusGate resides in the DMZ 2 while the Exchange Server and
other network resources are protected behind a firewall.
The way the DMZ is configured can vary. Some clients set up two firewalls and
create a separate subnet for the DMZ while others have the DMZ function built into
the firewalls. The above diagram is a generalization, used to illustrate how to deploy
ModusGate in this configuration.
1) Install ModusGate on a clean version of Windows Server 2000 or above,
updated with the latest Service Packs and IIS 6.0 (or higher) and .NET
Framework 3.5 installed.
2) Assign ModusGate an IP address that is not being used by any other device.
3) Open Port 25 between ModusGate and Exchange Server (if using Exchange
5.5, open Port 389 between ModusGate and Exchange Server, if using
2

DMZ: Demilitarized Zone. A term borrowed from the military, a DMZ is a network area that sits
between the internal network and an external one (usu. the Internet) and could possibly be open for
attack.
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4)
5)
6)
7)

Exchange 2000/03, open Port 389 and/or Port 3268 between ModusGate and
the Domain Controller).
Set up a connection to Exchange Server.
Configure ModusGate to query the LDAP records on Exchange Server or
Active Directory.
Test ModusGate to verify that it auto-creates mailboxes. Test the Web
interfaces to ensure that authentication works.
Direct SMTP mail traffic to ModusGate.

Deployment Strategy 2: ModusGate on Same Subnet as Exchange
Server

With this setup, the firewall provides Network Address Translation (NAT) or simple
port filtering. However, the firewall is usually configured to carry out port forwarding
to the Exchange Server. This is an easy configuration with which to work as you can
integrate ModusGate into the network, test the configuration in a parallel state and,
with a simple change in the NAT rule, route mail to ModusGate.
The above diagram is meant to be a general representation of the way this network
would be deployed:
1) Install ModusGate on a clean version of Windows Server 2000 or 2003,
updated with the latest Service Packs and IIS 5.0 (or higher) and .NET
Framework 2.0 installed.
2) Assign ModusGate an IP address that is not being used by any other device.
3) Set up a connection to the Exchange Server.
4) Configure ModusGate to query the LDAP records on Exchange Server or
Active Directory.
5) Test ModusGate to verify that it auto-creates mailboxes. Test the Web
interfaces to ensure that authentication works.
6) Direct SMTP mail traffic to ModusGate.
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Deployment Strategy 3: ModusGate Installed on the Same PC as
Exchange Server

This deployment scenario is the least recommended. However if there are a lack of
resources for the purpose of testing the software, it is possible to use this type of
deployment.
1) Ensure you run the ModusGate installation during a time that will have
minimal impact on your users, as this process will require some server
downtime.
2) Change the SMTP port:
a. For Exchange 5.5: Go to …\WINDOWS\system32\drivers\etc\services
and change the SMTP port to 26 (or any other port that is free to use
on your system). This will be the port that you specify for mail
delivery between ModusGate and Exchange Server.
b. For Exchange 2000/2003: Open the Exchange System Manager and
change the port in the tab of the SMTP Protocol properties panel.
3) Set up a connection to the Exchange Server. Ensure that you specify Port 26
(or the port you designated for Exchange Server) and use the localhost IP
address for the connection.
4) Configure ModusGate to query the LDAP records on Exchange Server or
Active Directory.
5) Test ModusGate to verify that it auto-creates mailboxes. Test the Web
interfaces to ensure that authentication works.
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ModusGate Connection Creation
After ModusGate is installed on the server, open the Administration Console:

1. Click on Connection.
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2. Click on Add Domain.

3. Type in your mail domain name. Ensure that you have Route for incoming mail
selected3 and click on OK.
4. Click on Add Route.

3

Route for incoming mail means pre-authentication will be performed while Route for outgoing mail
means no pre-authentication is performed. However, in order for email to be accepted, the sender‟s IP
must be defined under Security – Properties – Mail Relay, Accept Mail for Relay from These Hosts.
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5. Enter the mail server‟s (Exchange) IP address or FQDN for SMTP communications.
If you are installing ModusGate on the same PC as Exchange Server, enter the port
you specified when modifying the services file.

Once the route has been set up, the Routes Configuration panel will become
available.
You can modify the route to the email server.
Next, configure the system to automatically create mailboxes.
Choose your mailbox lookup method.
Choose the method for user authentication that will be used.
The user
authentication is to allow users to login into the WebQuarantine and WebAdmin
consoles.
The recommended setting for Exchange 2000 or better is the Exchange 2000+
option (from drop-down menus for the above settings). In order to properly use
these settings, configure the LDAP settings box.
IMPORTANT: When using cross-domain aliases, e.g., your primary domain is
abc.com, and it has an alias of abc.net (so that email sent to either user@abc.com
or user@abc.net is delivered to the same mailbox), you must configure a
separate route for each alias domain name. Thus, when email is sent to an
alias address, modusGate will automatically populate a single (primary) mailbox
with its alias address.
Customer Support: support@vircom.com
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Configuring LDAP with Exchange Server 2000+
To configure LDAP in ModusGate, you must first obtain the Active Directory name.
To obtain this information, go to the Active Directory Users and Computers MMC
(Microsoft Management Console).
Once in MMC, look for the AD base name:

The name is usually a fully qualified domain name. In the example above, we are
using vop-tech-test.int.
The vop-tech-test.int is the Base DN. It is not in LDAP format. As a real LDAP base
DN, it would read: DC=vop-tech-test,DC=int.
Next, obtain a user DN. Vircom recommends that you create a service account for
ModusGate in Active Directory. This account should only have a first name entry and
be assigned a non-expiring password. Give the account Read permission in AD.
Creating a ModusGate service account with the necessary permissions in Active
Directory (example shows Windows 2003 Server but the steps are identical in
Windows Server 2000):
1) In Active Directory Users and Computers, create a new user. Keep the account
name simple (e.g. mgate) and only fill in the first name fields in the account
creation dialog.
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2) Enter a complex password (remember it). Uncheck User must change password
at next logon and check both User cannot change password and Password never
expires.

3) Click on Next. It is not necessary to create an Exchange mailbox for the mgate
account. If this option is present, uncheck the Create Account option and click on
Next. Click on Finish.
Assign the appropriate permissions to the account to read the Active Directory:
4) Enable the advanced view in the Users and Computers console. Click on View
> Advanced Features

Customer Support: support@vircom.com
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5) Right-click on the domain name of the Active Directory and click on Properties.
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6) Select Security and then click on Add

7) Add the User account that you created

8) Check the Read permission under the Allow column.
The User account is now ready to be used to read the Active Directory.
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Enter the information in the Exchange Identification panel in ModusGate:

You should use the following syntax when specifying the User DN:
mgate@vop-tech-test.int (standard Active Directory login)
This method is required if you are using the Encryption options in ModusGate and is
currently the preferred method.
OTHER METHOD
You can also enter the Base DN and User DN using syntax similar to that in the panel
above. Note: the user folder found in Active Directory is a built-in container; it is
designated a CN and not an OU. This example uses the mgate account created in
the previous steps.

Enter the password, click on the Apply and restart the SMTPRS service in System –
Properties – Services.
NOTE: when entering the User DN using a full LDAP path, start with the user account
and work back to the top of the LDAP tree:
CN=mgate,CN=Users,DC=vop-tech-test,DC=int

Customer Support: support@vircom.com
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Configuring Exchange Server 5.5 Using LDAP:
NOTE: Exchange Server 5.5 has some limitations when configured with LDAP,
notably ModusGate will not read hidden Exchange Server accounts from the
Directory. If you use hidden accounts to receive mail, it is recommended that you
use the SMTP_VRFY method instead.
First, when configuring an Exchange Server 5.5 server, check if the directory name is
the same as the NT account name. This information can be found by double-clicking
on an account name. The first panel (General tab) shows the NT account name:

Click on the Advanced tab and check the Directory name (non-editable):

As long as the two names are the same for all users, ModusGate will be able to
authenticate properly. However, if the names differ, users will not be able to log into
WebQuarantine unless the following workaround is used. For these users, a custom
attribute can be specified under Custom Attributes.

Click on Custom Attributes. In any of the ten Custom Attribute fields, add:
vircom[NTaccountname]4. Make sure that the account name does not include the
domain.
Configure ModusGate: Exchange Server 5.5 can be difficult to configure because
structuring the Base and User DNs is not always obvious.
The best way to
4

The software will find this attribute in your LDAP if it cannot authenticate the default information
given.
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accomplish this is to find an X400 address and extract the required information from
it.

General formatting for a base DN in Exchange Server 5.5 is:
ou=DOMAIN OU,o=organization.
Formatting for the X400:
o=DOMAIN, and p=organization
Therefore:
The X400 O = LDAP OU
The X400 P = LDAP O
The base DN in this example would be:
ou=VOP-TECH-TESTD3,o=Vop-tech-test

For the User DN, use the NT Administrative account:
CN=Administrator,o=DOMAIN
This can be confusing because the „O‟ (organization) is not the same. However,
authentication comes from WindowsNT and the Exchange Server recognizes the NT
domain as the organization for authentication requests. So, for the User DN, enter
the value that is in OU for the value of O in the user DN.
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In our example, the User DN would be:
CN=Administrator,o=VOP-TECH-TESTD3
Finally, enter the password for the Administrator account.
Once these configurations are complete, you should be able to:
1) Validate that email accounts are valid accounts in Exchange Server
2) Log into WebQuarantine and WebAdmin
In some cases, the Base DN is not related to the X.400 address. If you continue to
have problems configuring the system leave the Base DN blank.
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Additional Methods
Authentication

to

Configure

Mailbox

Lookup

and

While LDAP is the preferred method for performing these operations, there may be
situations where LDAP is not possible or where another method is more desirable.
Exchange Server 2003 (Not supported with Exchange Server 2000)
It is possible to configure Exchange 2003 Server to perform a directory lookup during
SMTP. This would allow you to use the SMTP Automatically populate user list option
(Connection – Properties – General) as opposed to configuring ModusGate with
LDAP authentication. Note: with this configuration, neither Aliases nor multi domain
support are available. However, it is preferable in situations where no LDAP is
possible.
Enable directory lookup for recipients in the recipient filter:
1. Go to the Exchange System Manager
2. Open Global Settings, right-click on Message Delivery
Properties
3. Click on Recipient Filtering
4. Check the box Filter recipients who are not in the Directory
5. Click on OK

and

select

Enable the recipient filter on the SMTP protocol binding that accepts mail from the
Internet:
1. Go to the SMTP Virtual Server (repeat all of these steps if you have more than
one)
2. Right-click on the SMTP Virtual Server and select Properties
3. From the General tab, click on Advanced... (next to IP address)
4. Select the IP/port binding that corresponds to the one that listens on the
Internet and click on Edit
5. Enable Apply Recipient Filter
6. Click on OK (3x)
Now, a RCPT TO: invaliduser@localdomain will result in error 550 5.5.1 User
unknown.
NOTE: As of Service Pack 2 for Exchange Server 2003 this is the default
configuration.
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Exchange Server 5.5
Exchange 5.5 has several limitations with LDAP. ModusGate cannot see hidden
account objects in Exchange Server 5.5 LDAP directory. There are also issues with
complex Exchange Server 5.5 deployments where it is impossible to acquire
information about email accounts hosted off a bridgehead server.
Exchange Server 5.5 can be configured to respond to the SMTP_VRFY command. The
following is a Registry modification that will allow Exchange Server 5.5 to respond
properly:
1) Open the Registry Editor (regedit.exe or regedt32.exe)
2) Go to
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\MSExchangeIMC
\Parameters
3) Add the following value:
Value name: EnableVRFY
Data type:
REG_DWORD
Data:
0x1 (to enable)
NOTE: Many administrators consider VRFY_SMTP a security hole because using it
can generate a list of valid accounts on the domain, which, for example, could give
spammers legitimate email accounts to target on your domain. However, if your
main mail server is kept off of the public Internet (i.e. only ModusGate is visible to
the outside world), this will not be an issue.
Once you have Exchange 5.5 SMTP_VRFY enabled, you can configure the panel to
use SMTP VRFY on Port 25.

Next, configure the web login authentication. With Exchange Server 5.5, you can
use SMTP_VRFY or POP3 protocol. For either protocol, the Strip domain name for
Authentication requests option is necessary so that authentication requests are
treated properly by Exchange.
Note: the email alias must match the Windows NT account name for either
authentication types to work properly.
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Descriptions of Default Behaviors
This section describes how ModusGate interacts with Exchange Server 2000/2003
and Active Directory in particular situations5.
Disabled user objects: When you disable a user account in Active Directory, the
account is unable to log into the server to use server or network resources.
However, you may still keep AD mailbox attributes assigned to the account. When
ModusGate performs a lookup on an AD object it does not check if the account is
enabled. ModusGate looks for specific attributes that identify whether or not the user
is mail or mailbox enabled. This ensures that if the Exchange Server is routing mail
for the object, ModusGate will create an account for that object and route mail to the
Exchange Server for further processing.
Secure LDAP with AD: When ModusGate performs LDAP authentication over an
SSL secured link with a Domain Controller, the AD only accepts User DN values in
the form of: username@domain.local. As a result, when ModusGate searches for
account information when performing the user authentication, it uses the user
principal name as the default authentication account. For some systems we have
noticed the user principal name is not used. You will need to fill in this account.
Forwarded accounts: When an email enabled account in the Active Directory
specifies an external email domain in its primary SMTP address attribute, Exchange
Server will re-route the message to the user‟s specified external account.
Example:
Local domain: myemaildomain.com
Domain set up in ModusGate: myemaildomain.com
Typical local user’s primary email attribute value: user1@myemaildoman.com
External user’s primary email attribute value: user2@hisexternaldomain.com
External user’s secondary email attribute value: user2@myemaildomain.com
If you send an email message to user1, the message will be processed normally and
will be delivered to user1‟s mailbox.
If you send an email to user2, the external account will be added as an alias to the
account that is hosted on the ModusGate server. This ensures that the user will
receive his/her mail. However, users with external accounts will not be able to log
into WebQuarantine with the external email address. They must use an account that
is specified in the ModusGate connections configuration.

5

All behaviors pertain to ModusGate 4.7 and above.
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Troubleshooting
Problem: ModusGate does not seem to be able to connect to Active Directory. Or,
when another LDAP Browser is used, a connection still cannot be made.
Resolution: There may be a network problem such as a firewall or network
translator not set up properly. A quick way to rule out these problems is to telnet
from the ModusGate machine to the AD Port (389 or 3268). If something is
preventing the connection, the following error will appear:
“Connecting To 192.168.0.112...Could not open a connection to host on port
389: Connect failed”

Problem: Exchange Server and ModusGate are not working properly when installed
on same machine.
Resolution: Open the Exchange System Manager.
Go to Servers>
ComputerName > Protocols > SMTP > SMTP Virtual Server. Right-click on
SMTP Virtual Server and select Properties. Make sure the All unassigned option
is selected in the list box and that the port number is changed to something other
than Port 25 under the Advanced tab.
If you absolutely need to define an IP address, enter the IP address that is specified
in the Connection panel of the ModusGate Console when you are configuring the
connection. Otherwise the Exchange service will not be reachable.
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Problem: Is my Domain Controller is the Global Catalog?
Resolution: On your Active Directory Domain Controller, click on Start >
Programs > Administrative Tools > Active Directory Sites and Services





Expand the site name (by default this will be called “default-first-site-name”)
Expand the Servers folder
Expand the server to be verified
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Named Example versus Default Example

Right-click on NTDS Settings and select Properties.
If this server is a Global Catalog, the Global Catalog checkbox will be enabled.

Problem: Aliases from other domains are not working or cause unwanted results.
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Resolution: ModusGate supports alias aggregation across multiple domains (“Cross
domain alias support”). ModusGate will consider the primary SMTP address‡ as the
mailbox. The domain specified in the primary address will be the only mailbox listed
in ModusGate. All subsequent entries, regardless of the domain, will be specified as
aliases in the user‟s alias list in ModusGate. This keeps mailbox counts accurate and
on par with Exchange Server and further consolidates all spam messages into a
single quarantine.
‡ The SMTP address information can be found in the Active Directory Users and
Computers MMC as well as the Recipient policy in the Exchange Service Manager.
NOTE: If the primary address is specified as an internal Active Directory domain
(e.g., “.local”), you must either specify your primary SMTP email domain as primary,
or add an entry for that domain address under the Connections in the ModusGate
Console.
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Appendix A: ModusGate Account-Specific Permissions for
SBS 2003
An additional permission must be applied for Small Business Server only. Due to
internal restrictions, SBS does not assign the same default Active Directory LDAP
read permissions. These steps are not required with Active Directory on a standard
Windows server.
In Active Directory Users and Computers, right-click on the root of the tree for
the domain and select All Tasks > Delegate Control.
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This starts the Delegation Wizard. Click on Next and then click on Add.

Click on Advanced.

Click on Find Now.

Figure 9:
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Select the account that you created (modusgate) and click on OK.
Click on OK.

Click on Next.
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Select Delegate the following
common tasks, and enable Read all
user information. Click on Next.

28

Click on Finish to complete permission assignment.
before these new permissions are active.
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It may take a few minutes
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